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This report contains the results of measurements pertaining to:

FCC Rule 73.1590 pertaining to equipment performance measurements
ano

FCC Rule 73.44 pertaining to AM transmission system limitations.



SCOPE:
Required measurements for Occupied Bandwidth, Harmonic and Spurious Emissions were perfomed
fbr radio station KHND AM, operating on a frequency of 1470 kHz at an authorized trunr11it,", po*",
output of 1000 watts. The measurements were performed at a location one kilometer from the KHND
AM tower at Harvey, ND on May 17,2017

OUALIFICATIONS:
The measuretnents were performed by James R. Offerdahl, ChiefEngineer for Offerdahl Broadcast
Service, Inc. ofFosston, MN. Mr Offerdahl has been a Radio Broadcast Engineer since 2002 and his
work is a matter of record with the FCC.

METHOD:
The occupied bandwidth and spurious emissions lneasurements were performed in accordance with
FCC rule 73.44 using a Chris Scott loop antenna located at ground level feeding Anritsu MS272lB
Spectrum Analyzer serial number 843006 last calibrated on April 12,2010. To calibrate the analyzer
the resolution bandwidth was set to 10 kHz and the fundamental was adjusted to OdB. The analyzer was
then set to a resolutjon bandwidth of300 Hz and was measured at peak hold for a period ofat least ten
minutes. First a 200 kHz span was saved. Then a nanrcwer 50 kllz view was saved.

Harmonic emissions measurements were performed in accordance with FCC rule 73.1590 with
Potomac PI4100 Field Intensity Meter serial number 366, last calibrated August 10, 2016. The pI4l00
was first calibrated on the fundamental, then each additional harmonic was measured and saved into the
meter's memory.

RESULTS:
Exhibits A and B show that KHND AM is operating within the occupied bandwidth and sourious
emissions lirnitations of 73.44 of the FCC rules.

Exhibit C shows that the second harmonic is high and requires the addition of a filter to reduce lt to
below 73dBc. The third through fifth harmonics are suppressed greater than 73dBc as required under
73.1590 of the FCC rules.

CONCLUSION:
With the findings of the measurements performed, it is true to the best of my belief that KHND AM is
not in full compliance with 73.44 and is in ful1 cornpliance with 73.15 90 of the FCC n"rles.

May  17  ,2017
datees R. Offeldahl

ChiefEngineer
Offerdahl Broadcast Service, Inc.
705 Eaton Avenue North
Fosston, MN 56542
Phone:218-358-0208
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The signal aI 7390 kJ{z is KRM Minot, ND



EXHIBIT B
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